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TomoSegMemTV is a software package for segmenting membranes in tomograms. It is
based on (1) a Gaussian-like model of membrane profile, (2) a local differential structure ap-
proach and (3) anisotropic propagation of the local structural information using the tensor vot-
ing algorithm. The local structure at each voxel is refined according to the information received
from other voxels. Because voxels belonging to the same membrane have coherent structural
information, the underlying global structure is strengthened. In this way, local information is
easily integrated at a global scale to yield segmented structures.

There are two versions of the software package: one based on Matlab and one standalone.
In both versions, code optimization and multithreading techniques have been used in the im-
plementation in order to reduce the processing time and memory consumption. Additional
programs are also provided to convert the segmentation results to formats directly acceptable
by well-known tools like Amira and IMOD. This allows the users to supervise and edit the
segmentation results as necessary with their favourite visualization tools.

This is the documentation for the standalone version of TomoSegMemTV.
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1 Installation

• Uncompress the file tomosegmemtv.zip.

• You will find these directories:

– bin, which contains the executable binaries:

∗ scale space, dtvoting, surfaceness, thresholding, global analysis

Programs implementing the different stages to membrane segmentation.
∗ convert2amira, extract objects

Programs for the conversions of the results to standard tools (Amira, IMOD).

– doc, with this documentation.

• Set up your PATH environment variable to have direct access to the programs.

Tested machines

So far, the package has been built and tested on the following platforms:

x86 64 (64 bits) under linux
Intel-based Macs under OSX

In case of problems, or needs for availability for other platforms, contact us and we’ll try our
best to sort them out.
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2 Description

TomoSegMemTV is a software suite for segmenting membranes in tomograms. The method
is based on (1) a Gaussian-like model of membrane profile, (2) a local differential structure
approach and (3) anisotropic propagation of the local structural information using the tensor
voting algorithm.

The procedure consists of a number of stages, as sketched in Figure 1. The first stages are in-
tended to isolate information at a suitable scale (scale-space) and find potential membrane-like
features according to local detectors (surfaceness/saliency). In this process, the local structure
at each voxel is refined according to the information received from other voxels (tensor vot-
ing). Thanks to this refinement, voxels belonging to the same membrane will have coherent
structural information, thereby strenghtening the underlying global structure. In this way, local
information is easily integrated at a global scale. The output map resulting from those stages
represents how well every point in the tomogram fit a membrane model. The output of tensor
voting (TV map) might also be considered as an output in its own for subsequent visualization.
The two last stages (thresholding and global analysis) are then aimed to analyze and integrate
the structural information at a global scale and, thus, yield the definite segmentation.

Different programs are provided to apply those stages, as indicated with courier font in
the boxes in Figure 1. In addition, the package is equipped with auxiliary programs to convert
the output to formats directly acceptable for standard programs, like Amira, IMOD or Chimera,
commonly used in the field for segmentation and modelling purposes. This allows the users to
supervise and edit the segmentation results as necessary with their favourite visualization tools.

In brief, the steps in the procedure for membrane segmentation and the programs involved are:

1. Scale-space.
This stage allows isolation of the information according to the spatial scale by filtering
out features with a size smaller than the given scale. It basically consists of a Gaussian
filtering. The scale σ is the important parameter involved here. Typically, it should repre-
sent the thickness (in voxels) of the membranes sought. In general, any value in a range
around that thickness works well. Too low values may make that spurious details produce
false positives. Too high values may excessively smear out the membranes, which in turn
may produce discontinuities in the segmentation results.

The program scale space implements this stage. The scale σ is introduced through the
option ’-s’.

2. Dense Tensor Voting.
In this stage, the voxels of the input tomogram communicate among themselves by prop-
agating local structural information between each other. The local information is encoded
in a second order tensor, called vote. The local properties at each voxel are then refined
according to the information received from the neighbors. Voxels belonging to the same
geometric feature will have strengthened each other and their tensors will have been mod-
ified to enhance the underlying global structure. The important parameter in this stage is
the membrane scale factor σv , which defines the effective neighborhood involved in the
voting process. A typical value for this parameter is 10 voxels. Depending on the thick-
ness of the membranes in the tomogram, lower (for thinner membranes) or higher values
(for thicker ones) may be more appropriate.
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the stages involved in membrane segmentation with TomoSegMemTV
(blue boxes). The programs involved at each stage are indicated with courier font. Additional pro-
grams are available to facilitate importing into Amira and IMOD (green boxes). Interesting output maps
are indicated (orange): the outputs from tensor voting (TV maps), the outputs from Surfaceness/Saliency
and, finally, the segmented membranes (output of global analysis).

The tensor voting can be applied twice. The first time is applied directly on the input
tomogram. This provides a cleaner tomogram with membranes enhanced. The second
time is applied to the output of the local membrane detector (see Surfaceness below) to
fill gaps and increase the robustness of the detector.

The program dtvoting implements this stage. The scale factor σv is introduced through
the option ’-s’.
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3. Surfaceness/Saliency.
This stage applies a local detector based on the Gaussian membrane model. The local
detector relies on differential information, as it has to analyze local structure. In order
to make it invariant to the membrane direction, the detector is established along the nor-
mal to the membrane (i.e. the direction of the maximum curvature) at the local scale. An
eigen-analysis of the Hessian tensor is well suited to determine such direction and provide
the membrane-strength (M) for each voxel. Only voxels with membrane-strength higher
than a threshold are considered and subjected to a non-maximum supression (NMS) op-
eration so as to give a 1-voxel-thick surface. The final output map consists in planarity
descriptors that represent the actual probability of belonging to a true surface (hence sur-
faceness).

The program surfaceness implements this stage. The important parameter is the
threshold on the membrane strength, introduced with the option ’-m’.

This program can be applied a second time on the output of the second round of tensor
voting (see Figure 1). Here, the goal is to provide the saliency (i.e. the eigenvalue of the
normal to the membrane). To do so, the option ’-S’ has to be inputted.

4. Thresholding.
The maps coming from Surfaceness/Saliency, or alternatively tensor voting, are then sub-
jected to thresholding to discard voxels unlikely belonging to membranes. The program
thresholding implements the standard thresholding procedure, using the option ’-l’ to
introduce the threshold.

5. Global analysis.
This stage intends to identify the segmented components that are actually membranes. A
distinctive attribute of membranes is their relatively large dimensions. Therefore, the size
(i.e. the number of voxels of the component) can serve as a major global descriptor. A
threshold tv over the number of connected voxels is then introduced to set the minimal
size for a component to be considered as membrane.

The program global analysis implements this stage. The threshold tv is specified
through the option ’-3’.

Connection to standard programs. The segmentation results can then be converted to Ami-
raMesh format with the program convert2amira, and read into Amira for supervision and
further processing. Alternatively, the program extract objects allows the user to produce
independent files containing the different segmented objects. In conjunction to the model utility
programs in IMOD (e.g. imodauto, imodmesh, imodjoin), model files can then be produced
to be read into 3dmod/3dmodv or Chimera.

A detailed description of the procedure as well as performance results are published here:

Robust membrane detection based on tensor voting for electron tomography.
A. Martinez-Sanchez, I. Garcia, S. Asano, V. Lucic, J.J. Fernandez
J. Struct. Biol. 186:49–61, 2014.

Please, cite this article if you use TomoSegMemTV in your works.
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3 Programs and Parameters

This section presents a detailed description of the options and parameters available in the pro-
grams. The programs work with a command line user interface that adheres to typical Unix-style
practices. First, the common options shared by the different programs are presented. Then, the
options and parameters for the specific programs follow.

Information on console.

All the programs share the following options concerning help and verbosity.

-h
The program shows the help information on console and exits. Something similar happens
if the program is run without parameters.

-v <verbosity level>
Sets the verbosity level: 0 (no verbose), 1 (low, default level), 2 (high). In some cases,
verbosity level 2 provides some little additional information than level 1. However, it
turns out to be important in the case of global analysis, as described below.

Multithreading capabilities

Most of the programs involved in membrane segmentation (except global analysis)
have been implemented using code optimization and multithreading. By default, the programs
automatically detects the number of cores available in the computer and create as many threads
as cores, which will collaborate in the processing. In other words, by default the programs
intend to fully exploit the parallel capabilities of multicore computers. There are, however, a
couple of options to change this behaviour:

-H
The program automatically detects whether the cores have hyperthreading technology.
However, by default the program does not exploit this feature. This option allows activa-
tion of the use of hyperthreading. In that case, the program creates additional threads to a
total of twice the number of cores. However, bear in mind that in a program like these all
the threads execute the same operations using the same functional units within the core
(hence competing for them). As a result, the speedup achieved by the hyperthreading
might not be as high as that obtained by two real cores working in parallel. This flag is
ignored if -t is used.

-t <threads>
This option allows the user to specify a particular number of threads instead of using the
default value (i.e. as many threads as cores detected). In this case, the user should bear
in mind that the maximum number of threads should not be higher than the number of
cores in the computer. If the cores have hyperthreading technology available, additional
threads could be used (see the notes for the flag -H).
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3.1 scale space

The program applies the scale-space over a tomogram. The goal is to filter out features with a
size smaller than the given spatial scale.

It accepts tomograms in MRC format, any mode (0 - unsigned char; 1 - short; 2 - float),
as typically used with standard packages like IMOD. By default, the output tomogram is saved
using the same mode as the input tomogram, unless the option ’-f’ is used.

Usage:

scale space [options] input tomogram output tomogram

Options and parameters.
In addition to the common options shared by all the programs in the package, scale space

has its own options and parameters:

-f
This option forces the program to write the output tomogram in mode 2 (float). By default,
the output tomogram is written using the same mode as the input tomogram.

-s <sigma>
This option allows the user to enter the scale σ for the scale-space. It basically represents
the standard deviation of a Gaussian filtering. This parameter should represent the thick-
ness (in pixels) of the membranes sought. So, visual inspection of the tomogram helps
the user to find out a proper value. In general, any value in a range around that thickness
works well. Too low values may make spurious details produce false positives at the lo-
cal membrane detector (i.e. the following stage in the procedure). Too high values may
excessively smear out the membranes, which in turn may produce discontinuities in the
segmentation results. The default value for σ is 1.0.
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3.2 dtvoting

The program applies tensor voting on the input tomogram so that the voxels propagate their
local structural information to their neighbourhood. This manages to enhance the membranes
of the tomogram. The local information communicated by the voxels is, by default, obtained
from the Hessian tensor, which is suited to detect ridges (i.e. Gaussian-like membrane profiles).
If edges (i.e. step-like membrane profiles) are to be detected, the Structure tensor has to be used
instead of the Hessian tensor.

It accepts tomograms in MRC format, any mode (0 - unsigned char; 1 - short; 2 - float),
as typically used with standard packages like IMOD. By default, the output tomogram is saved
using the same mode as the input tomogram, unless the option ’-f’ is used.

Usage:

dtvoting [options] input tomogram output tomogram

Options and parameters.

-s <sigma>
Membrane scale factor for tensor voting. This defines the effective neighborhood involved
in the voting process. A typical value for this parameter is 10 voxels (this is the default
value). Depending on the thickness of the membranes in the tomogram, lower (for thinner
membranes) or higher values (for thicker ones) may be more appropriate.

-w
By default, the program assumes that the features to detect (foreground) are black (darker)
over white (lighter) background. This is normally the case in cryo-tomography. To make
the program work properly with the opposite contrast (i.e. white over black), this option
’-w’ must be used. This is particularly important in the second round of tensor voting
sketched in Figure 1.

-e
By default, the program detects ridges (i.e. Gaussian-like membrane profiles). If edges
(i.e. step-like membrane profiles) are to be detected, this parameter has to be used.

-x
By default, tensor voting is applied consecutively to XY planes, then XZ and finally YZ
planes of the tomogram. By using this option, tensor voting is limited to XY planes. This
option might be useful to process stacks of independent images.

-f
This option forces the program to write the output tomogram in mode 2 (float). By default,
the output tomogram is written using the same mode as the input tomogram. The use of
this option is especially important when the output map has a limited range of values,
particularly when ’-e’ is used.
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3.3 surfaceness

The program implements a local membrane detector (membrane-strength, M ) and, for those
voxels with high values ofM , provides planarity descriptors that represent the actual probability
of belonging to a true surface (hence surfaceness). Alternatively, the program can provide the
saliency (eigenvalue of the normal to the membrane).

It accepts tomograms in MRC format, any mode (0 - unsigned char; 1 - short; 2 - float). The
output tomogram is saved in MRC, mode 2 (float).

Usage:

surfaceness [options] input tomogram output tomogram

Options and parameters.

-S
By default, the program provides planarity descriptors that represent the actual probabil-
ity of belonging to a true surface (hence surfaceness). This option makes the program
produce the saliency (eigenvalue of the normal to the membrane), instead. This option is
normally used for the second round of the procedure (see Figure 1).

-m <threshold>
This option allows the user to specify a threshold for the membrane-strength (M ). Only
voxels with values of M higher than this threshold will be considered as potential mem-
brane points, and planarity descriptors will be calculated for them. This option is ignored
when ’-S’ is used. The default value is 0.3. Higher values will generate less membrane
points, at the risk of producing gaps in the membranes. Lower values will provide more
membrane points, at the risk of generating false positives.

-l <threshold>
This option allows the user to specify a threshold over the density of the input tomo-
gram. This parameter helps reduce false positives produced by spurious details in the
background. If this option is not used, the program does not apply density thresholding.

-s <sigma>
The input tomogram is subjected to an initial Gaussian filtering aiming at reducing the
noise so as to determine the derivatives more robustly. By default, a standard deviation
of 1.0 voxel is considered. This option allows fine-tuning of this parameter. If the mem-
branes are very thin or are very close to each other, use lower values (e.g. 0.5).

-p <sigma>
This option refers to the post-processing Gaussian filtering that is applied to the output to-
mogram. If sigma were set to 0, no such filtering is applied and the program will produce
1-voxel-thick membranes. However, this type of thin membranes might give problems
with the subsequent stages (thresholding+global analysis, based on 6-connectivity). For
that reason, the default value for post-processing Gaussian filtering is 1.0. Use lower
values (e.g 0.5) for membranes that are very thin or are very close to each other.
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3.4 thresholding

The program implements the well-known thresholding operation: All the voxels with density
equal to or higher than the given threshold are set to 1. Voxels with density lower than the
threshold are cancelled out and set to 0. The threshold is given through the option ’-l’.

The program has additional options and parameters to specify the minimum size of the con-
nected components in 2D and 3D (tN2, tN3). It is important to note that the program internally
uses simple 4- and 6-connectivity (in 2D and 3D, respectively). For this reason, a limited perfor-
mance may be found with some maps, in particular coming from strict 1-voxel-thick surfaces.

This program accepts tomograms in MRC format, any mode (0 - unsigned char; 1 - short; 2
- float). The output tomogram is saved in MRC, mode 1 (short).

Usage:

thresholding [options] input tomogram output tomogram

Options and parameters.

-l <threshold>
This option allows the user to specify a threshold over the density of the input map. All
the voxels with density equal to or higher than the threshold are set to 1. The remaining
voxels are set to 0. This option is mandatory.

-2 <threshold>
This option allows the user to specify the threshold tN2, i.e. the minimum size (in pix-
els) of the components, planewise. This procedure works as follows. After the density
thresholding (see option ’-l’ above), the resulting thresholded map is analyzed to look
for connected voxels planewise. All the components with a number of connected pixels
lower than tN2 are discarded and set to 0.

-3 <threshold>
This option allows the user to specify the threshold tN3, i.e. the minimum size (in
voxels) of the components in 3D. This procedure works as follows. After the density
and planewise-size thresholding processes (see options ’-l’ and ’-2’ above), the resulting
thresholded map is analyzed to look for connected voxels in 3D. All the components with
a number of connected voxels lower than tN3 are discarded and set to 0.
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3.5 global analysis

This program implements the global analysis stage of the procedure, which intends to identify
and label the independent components of the map. As input, it receives the output of the thresh-
olding procedure. It then analyzes that map and looks for components made up of connected
(in 3D) voxels. All the components with a number of connected voxels lower than a given
threshold tv are then discarded. Internally, the program uses 6-connectivity.

As output, it produces the definite segmentation of the membranes. The different compo-
nents are assigned different labels in order of increasing size. That is, the smallest component is
labelled with label 1, the following component in size is labelled with 2, and so forth. This or-
dering allows direct visualization with, for instance 3dmod, where all the separate components
have a different color level.

This program reads and writes tomograms in MRC format, mode 1 (short).
This program does not use multithreading techniques. Therefore, the options ’-H’ and ’-t’ are
not available.
In this program, the option ’-v’ is useful to supervise the procedure, as described here below.

Usage:

global analysis [options] input tomogram output tomogram

Options and parameters.

-3 <threshold>
This option allows the user to specify the threshold tv over the number of connected
voxels. It sets the minimal size for a component to be considered as membrane. By
default, 100 voxels is taken. This default value is intended to discard obviously small
components. The user should set this threshold to a proper value. The option ’-v’ may be
helpful to supervise the result.

-v <verbosity level>
Sets the verbosity level: 0 (no verbose), 1 (low, default level), 2 (high).
In this program in particular, the verbosity level 2 may be very useful. When used, the
program shows on console a table with the list of components found, their definite label
in the output segmented map, and their size. This table helps the user analyze the number
of components that are selected, and make decisions about the tuning of the threshold tv.
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4 Examples

4.1 Dataset emd-1155 (HIV-1 virions)

For training purposes, a full example of segmentation of membranes is provided with a dataset
taken from EMDatabank, ID: 1155 (https://www.emdataresource.org/EMD-1155). It
contains several HIV-1 virions, as described by Briggs et al, Structure 14:15–20, 2006. The
dataset has been preprocessed to invert the density, flip the orientation of the tomogram, and
change the MRC mode to 2 (float). You can download it from this link.

Our goal in this example is to segment the outer membranes of the HIV-1 virions. The following
steps with the programs in TomoSegMemTV succeed in extracting these outer membranes fairly
well. Figure 2 shows the intermediate results derived from those steps as well as the final
segmented map. Some of these intermediate output maps can be used as a segmentation on
their own (Figure 3).

0. Download the compressed dataset from this link, and uncompress it:

gzip -d emd 1155i.mrc.gz

1. Scale-space.
In view of the thickness of the membranes of the virions, a scale in the range [2,3] seems
to be appropriate. For this example, we choose 2.

scale space -s 2.0 emd 1155i.mrc emd 1155i s2.mrc

2. Tensor Voting.
We now apply tensor voting to enhance the membranous structures. We can use the
default membrane scale factor (10). It is important to note here that in this tomogram the
features (foreground) are in white over a dark background. As a consequence, we need to
use the option ’-w’.

dtvoting -w emd 1155i s2.mrc emd 1155i tv.mrc

3. Surfaceness.
The local membrane detector is applied here, followed by characterization of the potential
membrane points with planarity descriptors. Here we used a threshold of 0.1 for the local
detector because we found that the default value (0.3) skip some membrane points.

surfaceness -m 0.1 emd 1155i tv.mrc emd 1155i surf.mrc

4. Tensor Voting - second round
To fill potential gaps and increase the robustness of the surfaceness map, tensor voting is
applied. Again, the default membrane scale factor (10) can be used. And it is important
to note that in this second round the option ’-w’ has to be used always, since the contrast
in the surfaceness map is white over black background.

dtvoting -w emd 1155i surf.mrc emd 1155i tv2.mrc
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5. Saliency.
We again apply the surfaceness program, but this time to produce the saliency. To this
end, we use the option ’-S’. The default values for initial and postprocessing Gaussian
filtering work well. But to obtain thiner delineation of membranes, we tune the sigma
values to 0.5.

surfaceness -S -s 0.5 -p 0.5 emd 1155i tv2.mrc emd 1155i S.mrc

6. Thresholding .
Next, we apply a thresholding procedure. The threshold is case-dependent and must be
tuned manually. Here we found 0.05 is a convenient value.

thresholding -l 0.05 emd 1155i S.mrc emd 1155i S th.mrc

7. Global analysis.
To find out a proper value for the threshold tv, the program global analysis is first run
without a threshold parameter, and with the option ’-v 2’ in order to obtain a full report of
the 3D components found. Actually, if no threshold tv is specified, the program internally
uses tv = 100 to discard too small components. So, the command to run is:

global analysis -v 2 emd 1155i S th.mrc emd 1155i labels.mrc

The following report is shown on console:

3D objects found - Label - Volume (voxels)
object # 1 9 29015
object # 2 8 26143
object # 3 7 22087
object # 4 6 12775
object # 5 5 869
object # 6 4 598
object # 7 3 460
object # 8 2 139
object # 9 1 132
background 0 3513293

total volume = 3605511

Let’s assume we want to extract the three complete virions that appear in the tomogram.
Then, we could use 20000 as a value for the threshold tv. So, the command is:

global analysis -v 2 -3 20000 emd 1155i S th.mrc emd 1155i labels.mrc

The following report is now shown on console. The actual labels for the different com-
ponents rank in [1,3], with 0 for the background.

3D objects found - Label - Volume (voxels)
object # 1 3 29015
object # 2 2 26143
object # 3 1 22087
background 0 3528266

total volume = 3605511
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Figure 2: Segmentation of the outer membranes in HIV-1 virions in dataset emd-1155. The slice #46 of
the tomogram is shown throughout this figure.
Top row (from left to right): (0) original tomogram, (1) result from scale-space, at scale σ = 2, (2) result
from tensor voting, (3) planarity descriptors resulting from the surfaceness program.
Bottom row (from left to right): (4) result from 2nd round of tensor voting, (5) saliency, (6) thresholded
saliency, (7) segmentation result from global analysis. The segmented map (bottom-right) consists of
three components with labels 1 (dark grey), 2 (light grey) and 3 (white).

Figure 3: Isosurface with IMOD of the intermediate output maps generated by TomoSegMemTV. From
left to right: TV map (first round), surfaceness, TV map (second round), saliency.
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4.2 Dataset emd-3977 (Golgi apparatus)

Another example of membrane segmentation is provided with a dataset from Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii Golgi apparatus (https://www.emdataresource.org/EMD-3977) (Bykov et
al, eLife 2017;6:e32493). To reduce the size for this example, the dataset was binned 2x. The
following sequence of steps -not finely optimized, though- was used to extract and visualize the
membranes.

1. Scale-space.
Due to the low SNR and the thickness of the membranes, we choose a sigma of 2.

scale space -s 2.0 emd 3977 bin2.mrc emd 3977 s2.mrc

2. Tensor Voting.
We now apply tensor voting to enhance the membranous structures. We can use the
default membrane scale factor (10). In this cryotomogram the features (foreground) are
in black over a white background, as expected by default. So, the command is:

dtvoting emd 3977 s2.mrc emd 3977 tv.mrc

3. Surfaceness.
The detection and characterization of local membrane points is carried out with the default
value for the local detector M (0.3). Since the membranes of the Golgi are very close to
each other in this 2x-binned tomogram, we set the standard deviation of the initial and
post-processing Gaussian filtering to values (0.5) lower than the default one.

surfaceness -s 0.5 -p 0.5 emd 3977 tv.mrc emd 3977 surf.mrc

4. Tensor Voting - second round
To fill potential gaps and increase the robustness of the surfaceness map, tensor voting is
applied. Again, the default membrane scale factor (10) can be used. Note the use of the
option ’-w’ to indicate that the contrast of the input map is white over black background.

dtvoting -w emd 3977 surf.mrc emd 3977 tv2.mrc

5. Saliency.
The saliency is computed by using the option ’-S’ in the program surfaceness. As stated
above, we tune the initial and postprocessing Gaussian filtering due to the specific features
of this tomogram.

surfaceness -S -s 0.5 -p 0.5 emd 3977 tv2.mrc emd 3977 S.mrc

This procedure manages to highlight the membranes over the background (Figure 4), and
some of the maps are nearly ready for nice 3D visualization (Figure 5).
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Figure 4: Segmentation of the Golgi apparatus in dataset emd-3977.
Top row (from left to right): Original tomogram, (1) result from scale-space, at scale σ = 2, (2) result
from tensor voting.
Bottom row (from left to right): (3) planarity descriptors resulting from the surfaceness program. (4)
result from 2nd round of tensor voting, (5) saliency.

Figure 5: Isosurface of some TomoSegMemTV output maps: TV, 2nd round (left) and saliency (right).
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4.3 Dataset emd-10780 (thylakoid membranes)

As a final example, we apply TomoSegMemTV to segment Chlamydomonas reinhardtii thy-
lakoid membranes from the dataset (https://www.emdataresource.org/EMD-10780) (Wi-
etrzynski et al, eLife 2020;9:e53740). To reduce the size, the dataset was cropped to a thickness
of 100 slices. The following sequence of steps -not finely optimized, though- was used to extract
and visualize the membranes.

1. Scale-space.
In view of the good contrast, the thickness and separation of the membranes, we choose
a sigma of 1.

scale space -s 1 emd 10780 crop.mrc emd 10780 s1.mrc

2. Tensor Voting.
We now apply tensor voting to enhance the membranous structures. We can use the
default membrane scale factor (10). The contrast in this cryotomogram is the expected
(black foreground over white background). So, the command is:

dtvoting emd 10780 s1.mrc emd 10780 tv.mrc

3. Surfaceness.
The detection and characterization of local membrane points is carried out with a thresh-
old for the local detector M higher than the default. We use 0.45 to reduce the number
of false positives. We opt for leaving the default values for the initial and post-processing
Gaussian filtering. Though, finally we use a standard deviation of 0.8 for the latter, to
provide slightly crisper surfaceness. The difference is not significant, anyway.

surfaceness -p 0.8 -m 0.45 emd 10780 tv.mrc emd 10780 surf.mrc

4. Tensor Voting - second round
To fill potential gaps and increase the robustness of the surfaceness map, tensor voting is
applied. Again, the default membrane scale factor (10) can be used. Note the use of the
option ’-w’ to indicate that the contrast of the input map is white over black background.

dtvoting -w emd 10780 surf.mrc emd 10780 tv2.mrc

5. Saliency.
The saliency is computed by using the option ’-S’ in the program surfaceness. Here,
we reduce the initial and postprocessing Gaussian filtering to avoid blurring of the short
distance between thylakoid membranes.

surfaceness -S -s 0.5 -p 0.5 emd 10780 tv2.mrc emd 10780 S.mrc

6. Thresholding .
Next, we apply a thresholding procedure. The threshold is case-dependent and must be
tuned manually. Here we found 0.015 is a convenient value.

thresholding -l -l 0.015 emd 10780 S.mrc emd 10780 S th.mrc
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7. Global analysis.
We run the program global analysis firstly without a threshold parameter tv and with
the option ’-v 2’ so as to obtain a full report of the 3D components found. In view of the
report, we found convenient to use a value of 4000 for the threshold tv, to limit the labels
to 30 components. We then run the program a second time with this threshold:

global analysis -v 2 -3 4000 emd 10780 S th.mrc emd 10780 labels.mrc

Figure 6 presents slices and 3D visualization of the intermediate and final maps. The mem-
branes are preserved and stand out over the background.

Figure 6: Segmentation of thylakoid membranes in dataset emd-10780.
Top row (three panels in grey, from left to right): (1) tomogram at scale σ = 1, (2) result from tensor
voting, (3) planarity descriptors.
Bottom row (three panels in grey, from left to right): (4) result from 2nd round of tensor voting, (5)
saliency, (6) labels representing the segmentation that were obtained by global analysis.
Rightmost column (in gold): Isosurface representation of the 2nd round of tensor voting (top) and
saliency (bottom).
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5 Conversion to standard tools

TomoSegMemTV is equipped with additional programs to convert the segmentation results to
formats directly acceptable by well-known tools like Amira and IMOD. This allows the users to
supervise and edit the segmentation results as necessary with their favourite visualization tools.
Here we describe these programs and use the dataset emd 1155 to illustrate their use.

5.1 Conversion to Amira

The program convert2amira allows conversion of the result of the global analysis stage
(MRC format, mode 1 - short) to AmiraMesh format (ASCII mode). The result of the con-
version is directly readable by Amira.

Usage: convert2amira input tomogram output tomogram

Working with Amira

0. Load the one of these tomograms: the original tomogram, the scale-space version, the TV
maps or the surfaceness/saliency maps.

1. Load the AmiraMesh file resulting from the program convert2amirawith Amira→Open
Data. A standard green icon appears with the name of the file.

2. Link the AmiraMesh file (step 1) as the labels associated to the tomogram (that loaded in
step 0) within the Image Segmentation editor.

3. Supervise and edit the labels as necessary.

4. Use the labels for creating surfaces, masks for isosurfacing, etc.

Example: convert2amira emd 1155i labels.mrc emd 1155i labels.am

Visualization with Amira:

Figure 7: 3D visualization of the HIV-1 dataset with Amira.
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5.2 Conversion to IMOD

The program extract objects allows extraction of the different labeled components on dif-
ferent MRC files (mode 1 - short). IMOD tools can then be used to yield model files that could
be read into 3dmod/3dmodv (or Chimera) for supervision and editing.

Usage: extract objects [options] input tomogram output tomogram

The program extracts all the different labeled components and saves them onto in-
dependent files with name ??? output tomogram, where ??? denotes the index
of the object (000, 001, etc.). There is, however, one option (’-o <object>’) that
allows the user to extract a single object by specifying its index. The indices are
those shown in the report provided by global analysis.

Example: extract objects emd 1155i labels.mrc virion.mrc

This command extracts the three components of the tomogram of HIV-1 virions and
creates three different files: 001 virion.mrc, 002 virion.mrc, 003 virion.mrc.

Working with IMOD

1. Create model files from the independent MRC files with the labeled components.
imodauto -h 1 -n -m 1 001 virion.mrc 001 virion.mod

Repeat the command with 002 virion.mrc, 003 virion.mrc.

2. Join the independent model files into a single model file, using different colors.
imodjoin -c ??? virion.mod emd 1155i labels.mod

3. Create the mesh from the contours.
imodmesh -C emd 1155i labels.mod

4. Load into 3dmod.
3dmod emd 1155i s2.mrc emd 1155i labels.mod

Visualization with IMOD:

Figure 8: 3D visualization of the HIV-1 dataset with IMOD.
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The conversion through the program extract objects produces that the different compo-
nents in the segmented map be stored in the IMOD model files as independent objects. Among
other benefits, this allows visualization with different colors, as shown in Figure 4.

If the user is not interested in having the components stored as independent objects, the
conversion to IMOD can be done straightforwardly with the IMOD program imodauto:

imodauto -h 1 -n -m 1 emd 1155i labels.mrc emd 1155i labels.mod.

Then, the user can proceed with steps 3 (create the mesh) and 4 (load into 3dmod), as just
described.
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6 Differences between the Matlab and standalone versions

We have tried to implement this standalone version by following the Matlab-based implemen-
tation as much as possible. But, even so, there are some differences that the users should be
aware of, in case they expected to obtain the same results.

1. Parameters.
This is the equivalence between the names of the parameters used in the Matlab and those
in the standalone version.

Matlab version standalone version
Membrane thickness factor (t)
in tomosegmemtv.m

Sigma (std. deviation) in the scale space program
(option ’-s’)

Scale factor (s)
in tomosegmemtv.m

Scale factor in the dtvoting program (option ’-s’)

Ridge/Edge detection (m)
in tomosegmemtv.m

Ridge/Edge detection in the dtvoting program (op-
tion ’-e’)

Densification scale factor (d)
in tomosegmemtv.m

Scale factor in the 2nd round of the dtvoting pro-
gram (option ’-s’)

Binarization threshold (tv)
in global analysis.m

Threshold in the thresholding program (option ’-
l’)

Connectivity (c)
in global analysis.m

Not implemented. 6-connectivity is employed in the
global analysis program .

2. Surfaceness
The program surfaceness calculates the surfaceness in a way different to that imple-
mented in tomosegmemtv.m.
First, tomosegmemtv.m uses component-wise Gaussian filtering of the Hessian tensor
as an initial step. To reduce computation and memory consumption, surfaceness sim-
ply applies an initial Gaussian filtering to the input map before calculation of the Hessian
tensor.
Second, the threshold on the membrane strength M (option ’-m’) is a new parameter in-
troduced in the standalone version to allow the user tune the amount of output membrane
points and remove false positives.
Third, a post-processing Gaussian filtering (option ’-p’) is applied by default to produce
thicker-than-1-voxel membrane surfaces, which are better suited for the global analysis
implemented in the standalone version (based on simple 6-connectivity). In the Mat-
lab implementation, 1-thick-voxel surfaces are produced instead, and the global analysis
manages to deal with such surfaces.
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